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1. QUALIFICATIONS 
 

1.1. Education 
 

 2002 – 2008 MA, Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art, 
specialization: Conservation and Restoration of Paintings 
and Polychrome Sculpture, Nicolaus Copernicus 
University, Torun (Poland) 

 Summer semester 
2006 

Socrates/Erasmus Student, Conservation and 
Restoration of Paintings and Polychrome Sculpture, 
University of Malta, Heritage Malta 

 
1.2. Publications 

 
 Łopuska A., The Role of Conservator-Restorer of Works of Art in the 

Interdisciplinary Activity for the Sake of Cultural Heritage, in: Science and 
Historical Monuments. Sciences in the Service of Archaeology, Conservation and 
History, Warszawa 2008, pp. 27-34. 

 Łopuska A., International Student Conservation Workshop at the Auschwitz-
Birkenau National Museum in Oswiecim. Issues of Preservation: A Case Study of 
Barrack No 7 at the Concentration Camp in Brzezinka, in: Szmelter B., Łopuska A., 
Art Conservation and Restoration – Studies and Practice. Proceedings of the VII 
Conference of Art Conservation and Restoration Students and Graduates, Toruń, 
13-15 October 2005, Toruń 2007, pp. 53-66. 

 Editing and publishing conference materials: Szmelter B., Łopuska A. (ed.), Art 
Conservation and Restoration – Studies and Practice. Proceedings of the 7th 
Conference of Art Conservation-Restoration Students and Graduates, Torun, 13-15 
October 2005, Toruń 2007. 
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1.3. Other professional development/specialist training 

 
 Teacher training course, Nicolaus Copernicus University, Toruń (Poland) (2006 – 

2008) 
 Workshop on European Union Funds and Other Forms/Means of Financing Culture: 

An Introduction (International Center for Information Management ICIMSS), Torun 
(Poland) (2007) 

 
1.4. Other activity and achievements 
 
 Alicja and Edmund Strzelczyk Award for the Masters Degree thesis (2009) 
 Participation in charity auction for the sake of Woźniakowscy Family (2008) 
 Ministerial Scholarship (2007-2008), Kujawsko-Pomorskie Region Marshal 

Scholarship (2005-2008) 
 Student Conservation and Restoration Association, Deputy President (2005-2006), 

President (2007) 
 Organizing and chairing the 7th International Conference of Art Conservation and 

Restoration Students and Graduates: “STUDIES AND PRACTICE” at the Nicolaus 
Copernicus University in Toruń (13–15.10.2005) 

 
 
2. DESCRIPTION OF SURVEY PROJECT 

 
2.1. Summary 
 
The aim of the project is the analysis of preservation state and investigation of the 
common conservation issues concerning remains of the Nazi concentration camps 
placed in the present territory of Poland. The attempts will be made to estimate the 
status of these places, their institualization level, their post-war fates and relations to 
touristic movement. The present state of preservation will be described as well as 
conservation needs and margins of possible restoration/reconstruction treatments. The 
above-mentioned issues will be discussed in the light of conservation doctrine, resulting 
from the international agreements expressed, among the others, in E. C. C. O. Code of 
Ethics, Nara document, Vantaa document (Ku europejskiej...; Preventive...) and others. 

 
2.2. Motivation 
 
The project is following author's Masters thesis (Former Concentration Camps at 
Auschwitz-Birkenau National Museum in Oswiecim in Face of Vandalism. Protection 
Attempts Towards the Layers of History Covering the Internal Walls), which was a 
proposal of the methods to be applied to prevent vandalism in the Auschwitz-Birkenau 
National Museum's premises. The thesis has resulted in the author's profound interest in 
preservation of the former concentration camps remains, meant as a symbol of 
Holocaust, historical document, prove of crimes and a commemoration of all the 
people, who were murdered there. Preservation of the former concentration camps, 
however questioned in a social debate, provokes a deep reflection on evil, humanity and  
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society issues (Berenbaum 2003). There is also a cemetary to all the victims of the 
Nazis, who do not have other graves (Rymaszewski 2000). A particular value of these 
places lies in their authenticity, which is related to place and original substance 
(Deneka, Gil 2006; Rymaszewski 2003). Due to their authentic character, remains are 
unquestionable proves of crimes as well as historical documents (Rymaszewski 2000). 
 
2.3.  Characterization of the subject matter and necessity of constructing a system   

of conservation directives  
 
In the present territory of Poland there were ten Nazi concentration camps centres: 
Auschwitz-Birkenau, Bełżec, Gross-Rosen, Kulmhof, Majdanek, Płaszów, Sobibór, 
Stutthof, Treblinka, KL Warschau. Most of them had numerous sub-camps placed in 
the near villages or factories, which used the prisoners as labour forces. At present, 
former camps are being commemorated in various forms, which are: museums, 
memorials, virtual memorials, statues or information plates. The material remains are 
preserved only in some places (i.e. Auschwitz-Birkenau, Gross-Rosen, Majdanek, 
Treblinka, Bełżec, Stutthof), some others are partly reconstructed (Auschwitz-Birkenau) 
or commemorated in contemporary forms (i.e. Sobibór, KL Warschau). 
 
The specific character of the former concentration camps, which are partly preserved,  
brings a variety of conservation problems. The buildings were constructed in a fast and 
negligent way, since their durability was planned for several years only (Czech 2006). 
Most of the objects were demolished by the Nazis or lost after the war. Those, that 
remained, are very often in a bad technical condition and need permanent conservation 
care and interventions. An intensive touristic movement creates a threat, but also 
provides a better need of maintenance (Sawicki; Stańczyk 2007; Szmygin 2006). 
Another conservation issue to contemplate is numerous prisoners' belongings, usually 
made of not durable materials, which are difficult to preserve (Domasłowski... 2000; 
Strzelczyk, Rosa 2002; Strzelczyk, Rosa, Jutrzenka-Supryn 2003). 
 
Understanding of common conservation problems and defining directives for the former 
concentration camps is a profound need and a step towards their preservation and 
prevention against deterioration processes. 

 
2.4. Investigation problems and hypothesis 
 
The camp preservation remains in various states, followed by the situation directly after 
the war, their post-war fates, present status and funds sources. The thesis will give the 
answers to the following questions: what are the common conservation problems in 
these places? What are the achievements to date in attempts at their conservation and 
preservation? How to search for new solutions? In present situation it is also essential to 
find out how these places can possibly be affected by touristic activity.  
What are the dangers and possible contributions that tourism brings to their 
preservation? Finally, what is the social context regarding the meaning and importance 
of these places? Is the need of their maintenance clearly understood in social awareness 
(Iwaszko 1977; Kucia 2005; Oleksy 2003)? The hypothesis are as follows: most of the 
former concentration camps in Poland, although having a status of memorials, are 
lacking necessary funds and, in some cases, relevant conservation care. Each of these  
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places has its specific character, however they share numerous common conservation 
problems. Perhaps system solutions enabling exchange of the experiences, common 
pogramme estimating their state of preservation, problems and threats would be a good 
direction of improvement? The aim of the project is verification of the hypothesis and 
analysis of theoretical and empirical premises concerning state of preservation and more 
general situation (i.e. status, social awareness) of the post-camps remains in Poland. 

 
2.5. Methodology 
 
The state of preservation of the former concentration camps should be considered in 
various aspects, which are: 1. topographical features (borders and plans), 2. ratio among 
original, reconstructed and not existing substance 3. technical condition of the original 
and reconstructed substance of the buildings and other historical objects/artifacts, 4. 
status (i.e. museum, memorial, no status), 4. presence in social awareness and finally 5. 
stage of exploitation by tourists. These aspects follow the reasons of deterioration, 
which are: 1. historical reasons, 2. manufacturing technique of the objects, 3. time and 
climate conditions, 4. human activity. The thesis will touch all these aspects until a 
certain extend, with particular focus on the state of preservation of the material remains 
and its relations to tourism. 
 
The survey will embrace a group of selected places, which are main former 
concentration camps at: Auschwitz-Birkenau, Bełżec, Gross-Rosen, Kulmhof, 
Majdanek, Płaszów, Sobibór, Stutthof, Treblinka, and KL Warschau. The above-
mentioned aspects  of their state of preservation will be discussed in relation to the 
adequate case studies as follows: 
 
1. topographical features (borders and plans): Auschwitz-Birkenau, Gross-Rosen, 
Płaszów, KL Warschau, 
2. condition of the original and reconstructed substance of the buildings and other 
historical objects/artifacts: Auschwitz-Birkenau, Kulmhof (on-site investigation) and 
others (questionnaire) 
3. status (i.e. museum, memorial, no status): Auschwitz-Birkenau, Bełżec, Gross-
Rosen, Kulmhof, Majdanek, Płaszów, Sobibór, Stutthof, Treblinka, KL Warschau, 
4. presence in social awareness: Auschwitz-Birkenau, Płaszów, KL Warschau, 
5. stage of exploitation by tourists: Auschwitz-Birkenau, Bełżec, Gross-Rosen, 
Kulmhof, Majdanek, Sobibór, Stutthof, Treblinka. 
 
Considering topographical features, comparison will be made between properly 
organized museums (i.e. Auschwitz-Birkenau, Gross-Rosen) and fomer camps, which 
are not preserved (i.e. Płaszów, KL Warschau).  
 
The state of preservation of two different objects (popular Auschwitz-Birkenau, and 
less known Kulmhof) will be examined and a typology of common conservation 
problems will be developed. The investigation will relate both, to the present state and 
to the history of conservation interventions, methods and solutions. The attempts will be 
made to create a common data base including information for the conservation purposes 
and a monitoring system focused on state of preservation of all the remains. 
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The status, presence in social awareness in Poland and abroad and relation to turism 
will be examined by the means of a questionnaire and through the investigation of the 
literature, press releases and contact with various institutions/foundations interested in 
the preservation of post-camps remains. 
 
The attempts will be made to estimate the influence of all the mentioned factors on state 
of preservation of the original substance of the remains. 

 
 
3. TIME LIMITS AND EXPENSES 
 

3.1. Schedule 
 

The work embracing theoretical survey, preparation of methodology, on-sight 
investigations, collection and summary of the results is being planned to last for a three 
year period.  The work will be organized in a following way: 
6 months – collection of the literaure 
6 months – investigation of the museums‘ documents and archives 
6 months – questionnaire to be sent to the chosen institutions 
6 months – on-site survey on state of preservation 
12 months – summary of the results, writing and edition 

 
 
4. PARTNERSHIP INSTITUTIONS 

 
The project is planned to be conducted in cooperation with the following institutions: 
 
Germany: 

 European University Viadrina in Frankfurt (Oder) 
 Gedenkstätte Bergen-Belsen 
 Gedenkstätte Buchenwald  
 KZ-Gedenkstätte Dachau 
 KZ-Gedenkstätte Flossenbürg  
 Gedenkstätte Mittelbau-Dora Kohnsteinweg  
 KZ-Gedenkstätte Moringen 
 Memorial and Museum Sachsenhausen -  Brandenburg Memorials Foundations 

(Oranienburg) 
 Mahn- und Gedenkstätte Ravensbrück | Stiftung Brandenburgische 

      Poland: 
 Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toru 
 Krajowy Ośrodek Badań i Dokumentacji Zabytków (Warszawa) 
 Ośrodek Ochrony Zbiorów Publicznych (Warszawa) 
 Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum in Oświęcim 
 Bełżec Memorial and Museum 
 Gross-Rosen Museum in Rogoźnica 
 Former Concentration Camp Museum in Chełmno (department of the Museum 

in Konin) 
 Majdanek Museum 
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 Center of Cultural and Ecological Education Foundation in Kraków 
 Former Concentration Camp Museum in Sobibor 
 Stutthof Museum  
 Museum in Siedlce 

       USA: 
 The Getty Conservation Institute (Los Angeles) 

       Canada: 
 Canadian Conservation Institute 

       Israel: 
 Yad Vashem (Jerusalem) 

       France: 
 Centre européen du résistant déportéSite de l'ancien camp de Natzweiler 

Direction Régionale des Anciens Combattants et Victimes de Guerre d' Alsace       
       Italy: 

 International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of 
Cultural Property (Rome) 

       Austria: 
 KZ-Gedenkstatte Mathausen (Austria) 

       Czech Republic: 
 Terezin Memorial National Cultural Monument (Czech Republik) 

       Others: 
 International Council of Museums and Sites 
 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
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